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QUESTION 1

Mr. Mosby is developing several different custom themes for the different brands his company offers. He\\'s developed a
custom theme WAR that provides the JSPs to be shared among the different themes. He has a JSP named
brandNav.jsp and created a brandNav dynamic content spot that points to this JSP. However, for one particular theme
he needs to use a different brandNav.jsp. Which one of the following is not a valid option? 

A. Create an override in the themes metadata:key=com.ibm.portal.theme.brandNav
value="res:/CustomThemeContext/themes/html/MyTheme/custombrandNav.jsp" 

B. Modify the theme_xx.html so that the html directly points to the new JSP:  

C. Create a new Dynamic Content Spot pointing to the customBrandNav.jsp. Then modify the theme_xx.html to use this
new dynamic content spot. 

D. Include the new JSP directly in the theme_xx.html and bypass the dynamic content spot mapping:  

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Ted is developing a module that will provide content to the Markup sub-contribution type. This Markup sub-contribution
will contain some inline JavaScript. What will happen if Ted makes this module deferred rather than non-deferred? 

A. The script code inside the markup will not be evaluated and run when the deferred module is loaded. 

B. The script code inside the markup will be evaluated and run. However, it will throw an exception since its being
loaded from a different domain. 

C. The script code inside the markup will be evaluated and run without error when the deferred module is loaded. 

D. The server-side combiner framework will not allow JavaScript inside of the Markup contribution type. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What is a processing advantage of public parameters over event operations? 

A. No action phase required. 

B. No limits to the payload data. 

C. No need to distribute events to portlets. 

D. Notifications are handled by the browser. 

E. No action phase required and no need to distribute events to portlets. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

The portlet.xml file for SamplePortlet looks like this: 

Assuming that no modifications have been made to the properties bundle, what would be written into SystemOut.log? 

A. java.util.MissingResourceException: Can\\'t find resource for bundle 

B. java.lang.NullPointerException 

C. Null 

D. CertTargetPortlet 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following options is not a valid parameter of the login() method of the Portlet Login service (interface
com.ibm.portal.portlet.service.login.LoginService)? 

A. char[] password - The password of the user. 

B. java.lang.String userID - The user ID of the user. 

C. java.net.URL redirectURL - The login redirect URL. 

D. javax.security.auth.Subject subject - A security subject to be passed to the WebSphere Application Server login
modules that can be null if notneeded. 

Correct Answer: C 
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